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Are you a vegan with a busy life?Do you find that food preparation and cooking is a time-
consuming issue?Would you like to have more time to spend on other things?This great new
book, Vegan Slow Cooker Cookbook: Amazing, Healthy and Easy Vegan Slow Cooker Recipes
for Everyone, is packed with great ideas for any mealtime, which will save you time and allow
you to do just that.Inside the pages you will discover that tasty food doesn’t have to mean
endless hours slaving in a hot kitchen and includes chapters on:What veganism isDifferent
types of vegan dietsHealth benefitsWeight lossOverview of the slow cookerDelicious recipes for
breakfast, lunch and dinnerSnacks, sides, treats and lots moreHealthy living doesn’t necessarily
mean you have to trade your spare time to enjoy it. With this book strategically placed in your
kitchen you’ll never be stuck for inspiration at mealtimes.Get a copy of Vegan Slow Cooker
Cookbook and see how it can help you become healthier and happier!



The Basic Vegan Slow Cooker Cookbook: Guide of 250 Recipes to rebuild your Diet The
Complete Vegan Instant Pot Cookbook: 101 Delicious Whole-Food Recipes for your Pressure
Cooker Plant-Based on a Budget: Delicious Vegan Recipes for Under $30 a Week, in Less Than
30 Minutes a Meal The Vegan Instant Pot Cookbook: Wholesome, Indulgent Plant-Based
Recipes The Vegan Slow Cooker, Revised and Expanded: Simply Set It and Go with 160
Recipes for Intensely Flavorful, Fuss-Free Fare Fresh from the Slow Cooker or Instant Pot®



Sheila, “Good but not amazing. Book is good but not great. Some of the recipes were a bit bland
and my kids refused to eat. Overall it givesGood ideas for a starting point for recipes”

conventions, “just excellent. What’s really good about this guide is, it explains in detail what a
vegan lifestyle is, and what to consider. It also shows real meal plans as well as snacks.
Interesting and diverse slow-cooker recipes, nicely explained”

Jay, “Five Stars. great recipies”

chloe, “Yum!. So much information on veganism with tons of Q&A's!! We are a family that love
the slow cooker but I was running out of ideas and wanted to try new foods. Both my boys love
oats on a morning so I cannot wait to try the blueberry porridge!! Also we all have a sweet tooth
and the apple crumble was amazing! So glad I got this book and can't wait to keep going
through the recipes to try more!”

Cheryl Newton, “Very good book, gives me a good idea of how .... Very good book ,gives me a
good idea of how to cook vegan!!”

The book by Laura Hamilton has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided feedback.
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